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Mar 13, 2013 - The ".NET" framework from Microsoft is the acedemic framework of choice for.NET developers these days. Thats why you should pay attention to the.NET training guides and the.NET FAQs.NET is a powerful set of components that you can use to build.NET applications. Microsoft... VB.net no visual basic (VBA) para usuarios nuevos | Frontpage Jun 10, 2013 - ".NET is simply a generic development
framework that offers..NET class library as well as VB.Net runtime support.NET is not a language. You can develop.NET applications with any language supported by the.NET framework such as C# and Visual Basic... net framework for microsoft windows applications. NET Framework - Wikipedia .NET Framework is an object-oriented framework for building reusable, type-safe, component-based applications for web,
Windows,.NET and cloud services. The.NET Framework components can be used independently or combined into a single application with other.NET components. Introduction to.NET for WCF Application Services Tutorials Institute of.NET Services. ll be using the.NET.NET Framework components. WCF is a means of building client-server applications on the.NET Framework. The purpose of this tutorial is to ensure you
have an.NET Foundation and are able to understand the concepts and terminology related to working with Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), Service.NET, Service.NET Message Contracts, Service.NET Instance... For more information about.NET for Windows, see the following topics: How to create a.NET-based Windows application. .NET Framework Library - Free download as PowerPoint presentation (.pptx)
PDF Html .NET Framework Library. Micro Simple & Effective IDE for VB.NET, c#.NET, C++.NET, Delphi.NET, Free download as PowerPoint presentation (.pptx) PDF Html Official Homepage of Micro Simple & Effective IDE for VB.NET, c#.NET, C++.NET, Delphi.NET, Free download as PowerPoint presentation (.pptx) PDF Html Free download as PowerPoint presentation (.pptx) PDF Html RT_UploadPortal
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Category:Programming languages Category:NodesThis invention relates generally to a method and system for monitoring the electrophotographic development process and, more particularly, to a method and system for determining the toner content of an erasable electrostatic charge image. With the advent of low cost xerographic reproduction machines and more sophisticated electrostatic imaging techniques, a need has been
created for a simple method of monitoring the toner content of an erasable electrostatic charge image. At present, the manufacturers of xerographic reproduction machines include a test strip on their packaging which allows the consumer to check the amount of toner remaining in the machine. However, because such devices are merely a visual record of the amount of toner and not of the actual image that would be created by
printing with the toner, the consumer is not able to accurately determine the amount of toner in the machine, especially after many hundreds of prints. In addition, it is not always easy to find a strip which is the proper size for the particular machine in use. The use of electrostatic imaging techniques has also been extended to non-xerographic fields in which the electrostatic surface charge which represents the image to be
developed can be easily erased and then re-used. Because of the ease with which such electrostatic images are erased, they provide an effective medium for electrostatic storage of information. One such technique for producing an electrostatic image which can be erased and then used again is described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,946,398 to Anderson et al. This patent discloses a method for forming a two-component xerographic image
in which a solid electrostatic latent image is formed using a combination of a solid electrostatic charge generating layer and a fluid toner developing material. The image is then erased by rendering the toner to which the image is fixed a fluid. Subsequently, the image is re-used by simply applying a corona discharge to remove residual toner from the fixed image and then recharging the image with a suitable electrostatic charge.
Unfortunately, while the technique described by Anderson provides a convenient means for erasing and re-using electrostatic images, it is not known whether the amount of toner removed from the fixed image is predictable. Because of the unpredictability of the amount of toner removed, it is not known whether the developer is functioning properly and, thus, the quality of the reproduction is not assured. Accordingly, it is the
principal object of the 55cdc1ed1c
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